IN MEMORIAM

PITIRIM ALEXANDEROVICH SOROKIN

January 21, 1889 — February 10, 1968

Sorokin, (Honorary Editor of Sociologia Internationalis), was born in Yarensky County of Volgoda Province in Russia-an extremely northern place near the Arctic Circle. His native people were called Komi or Syrian and they belong to the Ugro-Finnish branches of the family of man. They speak one of those types of languages coming out of Asia to which Turkish, Hungarian and Finnish belong so that, as Sorokin relates himself, Russian was for him a second language. He became an orphan at an early age and made his living by travelling, first with his father and later with an older brother mainly as a decorator of churches and repairing of religious objects, such as Russian Ikons. He told the writer in 1967 that he could no longer speak his native language. Friends of Sorokin, more recently from Russia, said in 1967 that his Russian (of fifty years ago) was now quaint and difficult.

He studied largely by himself and, according to his own words, went on to advanced secondary school rather because of an accidental opportunity than a plan. This means that he never attended any regular elementary school. His father was an alcoholic Ikon maker and wandered constantly from place to place. During more than 40 years of associating closely, I never heard him mention his mother, but he did speak of his two brothers. Sorokin was reared by an aunt in some northern village. His mother died about 1892. (See Long Journey, Ch. 1). The two brothers both died in the Communist revolution, one shot by the Communists and the other from imprisonment. At the age of 14 he started his upper education at a Teacher’s College or Seminary under the jurisdiction of the Russian Orthodox Church. There he became not only a leading student but a liberal revolutionary agitator against the Czarist government. For his political activities he was imprisoned first in 1906. He was pa-
eled in 1907 but to complete his education he had to go away from Komi, since he was expelled from college there. He went to St. Petersburg (Leningrad) where he secured work as a tutor and supported himself for two years while he prepared for his university entrance examinations.

During the year 1909-1910 he matriculated in the Psycho-Neurological Institute, a private university in St. Petersburg. No sociology at that time was taught in the University of St. Petersburg, but Maxim Kovalevsky and E. de Roberty gave such courses in the Institute. Further as he says in his autobiography "The student body of the Institute unlike that of the University, for the most part impressed me as being more alive, revolutionary, and like myself, recruited from the lower, peasant-labor classes" (*Long Journey*, p. 67).

At the end of the year 1910, Sorokin transferred to the University of St. Petersburg for the completion of his undergraduate work. The reason he himself gives for the change was to avoid being drafted into the armed services since state university students were exempt (*Ibid*, 72). Here he continued his social science studies to prepare himself as a sociologist specializing in the sociology of law under Leon Petrajitzky. Graduating in 1914 he was left at the university with a financial grant or scholarship aid to prepare himself for a teacher. During this time he kept up his revolutionary activity and was arrested once or twice. At one time he had to flee from Russia and hide in Southwestern Europe to escape arrest and imprisonment.

From 1914-1916 he was doing graduate work in St. Petersburg and this takes his career up to the revolution of 1917. The holocaust of Revolution and killings of 1917 put Sorokin on the other side — against Communist bloodshed. His previous arrests were by Czarist agents; now it was the revolutionary forces which considered him an enemy. At last he was arrested January 2, 1918, and put into prison by the Bolshevik government. After 57 days a release was made and he moved to Moscow where the government became then located. For some time he had been associated with Kerensky, the premier, as secretary to the moderate constitutional government. But communism finally triumphed and Sorokin was imprisoned again. He was again released December 31, 1918 and returned to the University of St. Petersburg as a professor of sociology.

Here it was that finally the situation became impossible. After the famine of 1921, in which American food gifts saved a number of millions
of lives—at least 10 million according to Sorokin (p. 190, Journey) — he embarked upon a study of the sociology of hunger and famine. The communist government had killed the landowners and tried to collectivize the peasants. As a result of this, agricultural production declined to disastrously low levels. A former grain exporting country could no longer feed itself. A drought in 1920 and 1921 resulted in wholesale starvation. Millions died of famine. Sorokin’s book about this was too much for the communists. His manuscript was destroyed and he accepted banishment September 23, 1922 to save his life. Lenin had been approached about him and agreed to banishment as a substitute for the death sentence.

A year in Prague, Czechoslovakia, enabled him to recover a part of his health. In October 1923 he came to the United States, after a year of acclimatization to English in America, he came to the Sociology Department at the University of Minnesota at the city of Minneapolis for the beginning of the summer term of 1924. From that time he taught at the University of Minnesota for 6 years until 1930 when he was invited to Harvard University. Since 1930 until his retirement he continued to work at Harvard. Since then he lived in a suburb, 8 Cliff Street, Winchester, Massachusetts, and continued his writing and lecturing. Undoubtedly he died as the world’s most famous sociologist.

The Writings Summarized

In the field of Sociology starting with a study of Crime and Punishment (in Russian, 1913) Sorokin has written about forty “titles”. His last two important ones were Twentieth Century Sociological Theories and Basic Trends of Our Time, 1964. A single title may consist of one small volume or four large volumes such as Social and Cultural Dynamics, New York, American Book Company, 1937-41; reprinted in entirety by Bedminster Press as noted. In addition a title may have only one issue but generally a number of reprints, abridgements, and translations. There have been at least 12 or more translations of Contemporary Sociological Theories, New York 1928. It was followed by Twentieth Century Sociological Theories, 1966. This is not a revision of the work Contemporary Sociological Theories but is a supplement to that work giving the general details of most of the important sociological theories appearing in the forty years since the first work. These are bound volumes and do not include the about 500 essays published in various scholarly journals and scientific publications.
The 1963 work *Pitirim Sorokin in Review*, Edited by Allen, is a work analyzing Sorokin's writings in many fields. It is most valuable for a consideration of the theories of Sorokin because it contains among other items, a most definitive bibliography of the books, translations and other writings by Sorokin to that time, a critique of his main theories of history by Arnold Toynbee, a lengthy reply of 125 printed pages by Sorokin to all his critics and a self analysis of Sorokin, called *Sociology of My Mental Life*.

Thus there is now available to those institutions wishing a minimum of the best of Sorokin for the future teaching in Sociology, seven or eight volumes of his best writing, his autobiography and two important works about him by students and admirers. In addition, copies of a previous semi-autobiography called *Leaves from a Russian Diary* (revised edition) are probably to be found.

The reduction of *Social and Cultural Dynamics* by Beacon Press of Boston to a one volume edition was achieved largely by elimination of footnotes and tables of interest mostly only to specialists and not the general sociological public.

A few lines from his autobiography, written at 72 years of age, gives Sorokin's interpretation of himself:

Eventfulness has possibly been the most significant feature of my life-adventure. In a span of seventy-two years I have passed through several cultural atmospheres: pastoral-hunter's culture of the Komi, agricultural and then urban culture of Russia and Europe and, finally, the Megolopolitan technological culture of the United States. Starting my life as a son of a poor itinerant artisan and peasant mother, subsequently I have been a farm-hand, itinerant artisan, factory worker, clerk, teacher, conductor of a choir, devolutionary, political prisoner, journalist, student, editor of metropolitan paper, member of Kerensky's cabinet, an exile, professor of Russian, Czech, and American universities, and a scholar of an international reputation. No less eventful has been the range of my life-experience: besides events, joy and sorrows, successes and failures of normal human life, I fully tasted six imprisonments - three under the Czarist and three under the Communist regimes; the unforgettable experience of a man condemned to death and daily during six weeks, expecting his execution by the Com-
munist firing squad. I know what it means to be damned and praised, to be banished or to lose one’s brothers and friends in a political struggle, and, in a modest degree, I have experienced also the blissful grace of a creative work. These life-experiences have taught me more than innumerable books I have read and lectures I listened to.

Sorokin will be very much missed as a friend and as a fellow scientist. However, we shall have with us in perpetually his books and ideas. These treasures will in the opinion of the Editors of Sociologia Internationalis remain immortal.
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